MANCHESTER MEMORIES

peared to be empty, at any rate in my experience.
Occasionally one saw the wheel-tapper plying his
trade among the stationary coaches.
By the side of this fairly spacious arrangement,
the rail access to Platform C was curious to say the
least. It was separated from Platform B by a single
road, which meant in effect that a train standing on
this line was occupying both platforms at the same
time, with the compartments accessible from either
side. It was an odd layout, and would obviously have
been much improved if Platform B had been moved
to the left, so to speak, into the space occupied by its
adjacent line, thus leaving room for two roads be
tween Platforms B and C, and giving accommoda
tion for three trains at a time instead of two. The
layout disappeared completely of course in the com
prehensive rebuilding of the station in 1959-60, and
why it had been designed in such a way in the first
place is not known.
Passing through the barrier at about 4.15 in 1946,
passengers for Glossop and Hadfield turned immedi
ately right , where the first thing that met the gaze
was the unmistakable bunker of a C13 hard against
the buffer-stops. The engine had brought in the stock
of a preceding train, a departure for Macclesfield via
Bredbury at 4.25, and as this train eventually moved
off, headed nearly always by another Cl3, the former
engine followed from the stops, and it was this same
one which, only a few minutes later as the empty stock
of the Glossop train was wheeled in by yet another
C13, backed down again to take us home at our de
parture time of 4.42. This very short description of a
series of rapid movements will serve to give a fla-

Attendance at school in Manchester from the
autumn of 1946, involving daily journeys into and
out of Manchester London Road on the Glossop and
Hadfield service, brought an acquaintance with a sta
tion which, although the LNER share of it was mod
est, nevertheless had as much of interest to offer as
any busy terminus in the more centrally placed LNER
locations. Even in those latter days following the
Second World War, GCR influence was still strong
both in the locomotive and coaching sphere, and
this.was true both of many of the passenger trains as
well as the shunting which took place in the immedi
ately adjacent yard at Ducie Street.
Travelling to and from school meant, in effect,
joining the throng of commuters who went daily to
and from their offices in the city, and so afforded the
opportunity to see the station at something near its
busiest, especially in the evening. Return from school
(I was allowed to leave at 3.45 instead of the normal
time of 4pm on account of the distance I had to travel)
meant that I arrived at the station about 4.15, where
upon I would head for the far left-hand barrier which
gave access to the LNER platforms. Of these there
were three, lettered A, B and C from left to right,
though arranged in a rather curious manner. Platform
A, a reasonably spacious affair against the outer wall,
was for much of the time set aside for arrivals and
departures of expresses, though local trains sometimes
used it as well. Between this and the not-very-adja
cent Platform B there were no fewer than five roads,
consisting of the two platform lines at their respec
tive faces with three extra roads in between. These
were used for storage of empty stock, and rarely ap
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Saturdays was wash-out and maintenance day for most of Gorton's CI3 suburban tanks and Jll 0-6-0's
- otherwise quite scarce in London Road - deputised on many of the local workings. Jll 64357 pre
pares to back onto a local train in lieu of the usual 4-4-2T

vour of London Road at this busy time of day, and is
a reminder also of the prevalence of C13 tanks on
our side of the terminus, these having gradually in
filtrated into the area over a period from the midthirties, steadily replacing the long-serving Fl 2-42s which were now rarely to be seen at Manchester
London Road. All the tank engines of course, so bus
ily employed on the various services to Glossop and
Hadfield, Macclesfield, Marple and Hayfield, were
based at nearby Gorton, where a substantial subur
ban link was in residence. In days gone by the tight
timing of some of these local trains had given them a
status approaching that of crack workings, but the
general deceleration of services at the outbreak of
war brought such things to an end. By electrification
standards, progress on the 4.42 was slow, with 40
minutes needed to reach Glossop, despite the train
not stopping at either Ashburys or Fairfield, and for
the less fortunate Hadfield passengers there was the
further time-consuming procedure of running round
at Glossop before completion of the journey, but in
the present context that is another story. To come
back to London Road, by the time the 4.42 had got
on its way another set of empty carriages was being
gently brought in to form the next departure (for
Marple), this train hauled by the engine which had
come in with the stock of the Glossop train, though

as I do not recall ever missing the 4.42, even on one
single occasion, I never witnessed this next manoeu
vre.
I was more familiar with the events that took
place about half an hour later, when after staying be
hind at school for some reason I would get to London
Road fairly soon after 5pm to catch the 5.17, again
from Platform B. This well-known train could prob
ably be classed as one of the most unusual ever to
work out of London Road, and perhaps one of the
most unusual in the whole country. As one waited on
Platform B one saw about 5.12 the familiar sight of
the Glossop push-and-pull approaching, consisting
as always of two coaches, the rearmost being one of
the open twelve-wheel saloons with picture windows
and access from a central doorway. At some time prior
to its arrival a single coach had been deposited at the
Platform B buffer-stops during the various station
manoeuvres, and to this the engine of the push-andpull (another C13 of course) gently buffered up and
was quickly coupled on. The whole process of ar
rival and departure took only five minutes, a slick
piece of work by any standards, and then off went
the train in its curious sandwich formation, with the
saloon coach leading, the engine in the middle, and
the extra coach trailing along behind. A fast train with
only four stops, it was immensely popular, and in23
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A sight more appropriate to rural East Anglia perhaps but the Manchester conurbation did not stretch
far to the West and allowed the GC to operate with lighter formations than those of other urban areas.
The 17.17 Manchester - Glossop departs from London Road on 3 June 1954, having attached its com
posite trailer.

variably carried a huge crowd, much in excess of the
available seating.
On the adjacent Platform C another rake of car
riages had been brought in, and stood with its C13
waiting to leave three minutes later. This was the 5.20
for Hadfield, which stopped at all stations, and for
any GlossOp passenger unlucky enough to miss the
5.17 it meant a much longer journey, with the indig
nity of a change at Dinting. Between the departure
of the 4.42 and the 5.17 there were four departures,
including the Marple train mentioned above, and af
ter the 5.20 had left there were another five trains, all
going either to Macclesfield, Marple or Hayfield,
before the departure of the 5.55 for Glossop &
Hadfield, which with the 6pm for Hayfield repre
sented the last of the evening commuter trains, after
which things quietened down. It can readily be seen
from this brief description that these local services
provided plenty of work for a substantial fleet of C13
engines, most of the Class being now allocated to
Gorton for this purpose. It was really a rerun of the
prewar arrangement, except that in those days the
work was done by Fls. As in earlier times, the tanks
usually worked chimney-first out of London Road,
except for the push-and-pull, which always faced

Manchester after the changes of the late thirties. If
on the occasion of a half-holiday or an afternoon when
sport was cancelled because of weather, one could
catch the 2.43 to Glossop, which was a push-andpull job, it always seemed strange to see the tower
ing flowerpot chimney of the C13 coming up to the
Platform B stops instead of the usual bunker.
There was also a change in carriage stock by
1946, for the old six-wheel coaches that had served
for so many years had now disappeared, to be re
placed by a mixture of bogie stock which at times
seemed to vary from one day to the next. There ap
peared to be little or no consistency in the make-up
of these trains, with early GCR clerestory coaches
being found alongside the later flat-sided Robinson
vehicles as built for the Marylebone services. Occa
sionally an old GCR corridor coach might turn up,
marshalled in the usual haphazard way next to ordi
nary suburban vehicles. When travelling in these
Edwardian veterans, it was always fascinating to note
the abundance of carved wood with many turned spin
dles in the legs and arm-rests, as well as the old-fash
ioned horsehair upholstery. The trains were normally
made up to five vehicles, presumably regarded as the
most the C13s could comfortably handle, as on some
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Operating in the shadow of the LNWR, the Great Central's suburban service tended to go unnoticed
and it comes as a surprise to recall that prior to electrification the evening peak service consisted of a
departure every nine minutes on average. C13 4-4-2T 67451 stands blocking the entrance to platforms
B and C whilst 67422 waits at the head of platform A.
services the accommodation could be noticeably
crowded. It was said of course that the replacement
of the old Fls by the more powerful 4-4-2s was
brought about by the introduction of the bogie
coaches, and there were a number of quite demand
ing starts, especially of course on the Glossop &
Hadfield trains, which was uphill all the way from
London Road to the platform end at Hadfield. When
not in use the rakes of stock were kept in the sidings
at Ardwick, on the Up side as the LNER line diverged
from the LMS. Each evening the system was for the
C13s to leave Gorton Loco, collect stock at Ardwick
and take it into the platform, and then after departure
of the train to run forward and reverse back for its
working. Sometimes of course a rake of incoming
coaches might be a Down train, as in the case of the
5.17, where the arriving push-and-pull constituted
the 4.35 departure from Glossop.
The practice of running-in newly repaired en
gines on the local services created an interesting va
riety, especially on the Glossop trains which were the
favourites for this. Almost any type of engine could
turn up, usually in brilliant black after its release from
the Gorton paint-shop, and one very clear memory is
of a sunny evening in September 1946 when the 4.42

was worked by a gleaming C4 Atlantic, number un
fortunately now long forgotten. The engine seemed
to have some difficulty getting on the move at times,
as the driver had to set back twice at Gorton &
Openshaw. When a tender engine worked the Glossop
trains there was always a slight delay at the other end
because of the much more limited space approach
ing the buffer-stops, the driver coming forward with
more care than usual to clear the points.
The morning rush was never as closely observed,
simply because on arrival at 8.42 (8.5 out of Glossop),
one had to hurry away to catch the bus so as not to be
late for school. The pattern of course was much the
same as in the evening, with a total of eleven locals
arriving between 6.46 (from Hadfield) and 8.48 (from
Marple, Rose Hill). Sets of stock booked to leave on
return workings, such as the 8.10 from Hadfield which
was the morning push-and-pull trip, filled up fairly
quickly in order to clear the platform, although it
appears from the timetable that on this visit to Man
chester the push-and-pull managed to spend twenty
minutes before going out again; part of this time was
employed in detaching and drawing out the three rear
coaches, which it had attached at Glossop to make a
five-coach train. All stock not required was taken back
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Long distance Great Central trains never materialised on the lines once forecast and as a result ap
pearances by LNER express engines tended to be infrequent. Of the handful that operated, Pacifies
and Green Arrows tended to be replaced North of Leicester by Bl 4-6-0's although the larger engines
continued to make odd appearances until steam was ousted by electrification. V2 4845 (60874) backs
down from Gorton on 29th May 1946.
the other destinations.
The principal curiosity of these Saturday mid
day trains was that, in most cases, the ever-present
C13s were little to be seen, and in their place came a
number of J11 'Pom-poms', taking the crowded trains
out in their unmistakably noisy style. This was a
long-standing arrangement going back to prewar days,
when the usual tanks were called into Gorton for
maintenance, and their places taken by the 0-6-0s.
Sometimes during Saturday afternoons N5 0-6-2
tanks also took a share of the local workings. These
and the JlIs were otherwise little seen at London
Road, except for the Ducie Street pilot turn (usually
a Jll), so the Saturday scene was noticeably differ
ent, and things did not really get back to normal until
Monday morning. Sundays in particular were nota
ble for producing all sorts of engines on the few trains
that operated in what was the more traditional Sab
bath atmosphere of those days, and from an observ
er's point of view it was the most interesting day of
the week, as large engines would often appear, some
times visitors to the area rather than from Gorton shed.
The express trains of course were in a different
category altogether, and in the hurly-burly of a work
ing week one did not have a great deal of time to

to Ardwick by an engine off an earlier train. Apart
from the actual arrival of trains, the station seemed
unusually quiet during this morning period as the
passengers rapidly dispersed to their places of em
ployment, whereas of course in the evenings there
was always a waiting throng once five o-clock ap
proached.
Saturday was different altogether, naturally
enough. In those days, odd though it no doubt seems
to the reader of today, virtually everyone worked a
half-day on Saturdays, generally finishing somewhere
between noon and lpm. The regular gangs of school
children who travelled during the week were con
spicuously absent except for those few who played
in school football matches, which were usually staged
on Saturday mornings. Sometimes choir practices
were held on Saturday mornings near Christmas as
part of the preparation for Christmas concerts. The
homeward-bound train services varied considerably
inasmuch as some of the weekday trains were Satur
days Excepted, while there were extra Saturdays-Only
trains from about midday to cater for the returning
workpeople. The three Saturday extras for Glossop
& Hadfield were timed to leave at 12.10, 12.40 and
1.25, while six other extras ran during this period to
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spend observing such few appearances as they put
in. The autumn of 1946, as veteran LNER students
will recall, was a time of change, for the comprehen
sive renumbering which had begun early in the year
was now nearing its end, with some confusion caused
to youthful observers in the meantime. It was a time
of change also for the GC Section passenger power,
for the first of the postwar Thompson B1 s was about
to burst upon us, sweeping away all that had gone
before and rapidly acquiring a monopoly of all the
fast trains, which by all accounts they worked with
considerable success. They became noted at London
Road for their vigorous starting, and the driving
wheels several inches less in diameter than express
size seemed to be no barrier to high speeds once they
had the road. But in other respects it was a terrible
day when they arrived on the Manchester scene, for
only a few of them were named and so came the start
of a very drab period from the point of view of young
observers who were interested above all else in named
engines. The drabness was all the more marked by
contrast with the other side of the station, where the
LMS expresses, in any case more frequent than their
LNER counterparts, regularly produced a whole string
of Jubilees, Patriots, Royal Scots and even Princess
Royals and Princess Coronations. It was easy to lose
interest altogether in the drab and repetitive LNER
activities, and direct one's attention entirely to the
other side.
The only redeeming feature was that very soon
brand-new Bis began to reach Gorton direct from
construction, and were painted in full LNER passen
ger green, which at least showed up favourably against
the sober black which the LMS had chosen to adopt.
As well as taking charge of the expresses, the B1 s
soon began to be run-in regularly on the local trains,
especially the 4.42 to Glossop and the 8.42 morning
arrival (8.5 from Glossop), to such an extent indeed
that C13s gradually became quite uncommon on these
trains, though still very much a feature at other times
of day. So those passengers heading for Platform B
at 4.15 or thereabouts became used to seeing, instead
of the once-familiar C13 bunker, a bright-green
Thompson tender parked at the stops. Those few

moment before departure of the Macclesfield train
gave the opportunity to examine the waiting Bl
closely, and it seemed to be truly the essence of loco
motive modernity, with its absolutely spotless
paintwork, electric generators mounted on the front
right-hand running-plate and - most amazing of all ample and comfortable seats in the cab. But of course
none of this was any substitute for the absence of
names, and familiarity soon bred an indifference. One
began to wish for a Director or a B17, but they rarely
if ever seemed to come. Sadly of course the Robinson
4-6-0s had now entirely vanished from the scene, ei
ther scrapped or else working on mundane duties else
where.
Coaching stock on the expresses was of the lat
est, with plenty of varnished teak on view, and the
Thompson coaches with their distinctive white oval
windows making their appearance. The white
nameboards were also still in evidence, an echo of
the real LNER of prewar days, though of course
schedules were now far behind those of the old days,
and were to get worse with the increasing problems
associated with Woodhead Tunnel. For a short time
during 1947 a pair of the blue streamlined coaches
appeared unexpectedly on the scene, still with the
stainless-steel letters and numbers as built. It caused
all kinds of rumours about the impending arrival of
streamlined locomotives, but of course no such thing
ever happened. Indeed Gresley engines of all types
had completely vanished from the Manchester scene
apart from a very occasional K3, and this was not to
alter until near the end of the decade when Class B17
engines began to come to Gorton for overhaul. By
that time of course the LNER had ceased to exist,
and one had to come to terms with new liveries, new
numbers and much else. For some it was too much,
and led to a complete loss of interest on the part of
many. It is perhaps true to say that the period from
the end of the war up to the electrification, which of
course was another body-blow for those who looked
back longingly to the old days, saw the biggest
changes ever known on the GC Section. But the
memories of course remain.
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